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On Holant Theorem and Its Proof
Ali Al-Bashabsheh, Yongyi Mao and Abbas Yongacoglu
Abstract
Holographic algorithms are a recent breakthrough in computer science and has found applications in information
theory. This paper provides a proof to the central component of holographic algorithms, namely, the Holant theorem.
Compared with previous works, the proof appears simpler and more direct. Along the proof, we also develop a
mathematical tool, which we call c-tensor. We expect the notion of c-tensor may be applicable over a wide range
of analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Holographic algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], pioneered by L. Valiant, are a recent breakthrough in the theory
of computation. Specifically, in his landmark paper [1], Valiant presented polynomial-time algorithms –
holographic algorithms — for a number of problem families which were not known to be in P previously.
Holographic algorithms have been recently introduced to the information theory community and applied
to solving the capacity of certain constrained coding problems [5].
Briefly, holographic algorithms set out to compute the sum of a multi-variate function over its con-
figuration space where the function considered involves a large number of variables and factors as the
product of local functions. Problems of such nature arise frequently in information theory, for example in
computing constrained-coding capacity and in decoding various error correction codes. It is well-known
that in general, obtaining exact solutions for such problems is computationally intractable. However, in
the methodology of holographic algorithms, when it is possible to apply certain transformation of the
problems, polynomial-time solvers can be constructed. Such transformations, which Valiant refers to as
holographic reductions, form the basis of holographic algorithms.
2The central component of holographic reductions is the Holant Theorem, which was introduced and
proved in [1]. The proof however appears rather encrypted to many audience, and subsequently inspired
an alternative proof given by Cai and Choudhary in [6]. As the proof of [6] uses a sophisticated machinery
of tensors that is not familiar to broad audience, here we present a more direct proof. At least to us, our
proof seems simpler, accessible for general audience and contains more insights. Additionally, the Holant
Theorem in this paper is proved in its most general form, namely, the variables may take values from
arbitrary alphabet. This contrasts the previous works where only binary alphabets are considered.
It is remarkable that our proof relies on the notion of “c-tensor”, a term which we coin in this paper.
In a sense equivalent to the standard tensor product, c-tensor differs from the standard tensor product in
that it is a commutative operation. Using c-tensor, our proof of Holant Theorem appears more transparent.
Although perhaps under the guise of mathematical literature, the notion of c-tensor synthesized in this
paper appears to be a useful tool. We expect that c-tensor may find other applications in context beyond
Holant Theorem.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives mathematical preliminaries, where the main focus
is to develop the mathematical tool of c-tensor. Section III states and proves Holant theorem. Section IV
provides a brief conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Assignments
For an arbitrary finite set1 E and any finite alphabet A, we refer to any function mapping E into A
as an A-assignment on E, and collectively denote the set of all such assignments by AE. If x is an
A-assignment on E, we often write xE in place of x to make explicit the domain of function x. For any
subset U  E, the restriction of an A-assignment xE to U will be denoted by xE:U . That is, xE:U is an
A-assignment on U such that for every e P U , xE:Upeq  xEpeq. If E is clear from the context, we may
1All sets in this work are non-empty unless otherwise specified.
3write xU in place of xE:U for simplicity. In particular, such practice will be more common when U is a
singleton teu for some e P E. In this case, we always write x
teu rather than xE:teu.
With a slight abuse of notation, an assignment, say xE , is also treated as a set, namely, the set
tpe, xEpeqq|e P Eu or the graph of function xE . Under such interpretation, restriction xE:U is also
understood as set tpe, xEpeqq|e P Uu. In addition, for any two disjoint finite sets E1 and E2 and any
two A-assignments xE1 and xE2 , the union xE1 Y xE2 is well defined and can be interpreted back as an
A-assignment on E1 Y E2 defined by
pxE1 Y xE2qpeq 
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
xE1peq, if e P E1
xE2peq, if e P E2
Conversely, every A-assignment xE1YE2 on E1 Y E2 can be understood as the union xE1 Y xE2 of two
A-assignments xE1 and xE2 , which are the restrictions of xE1YE2 to E1 and E2, respectively. Furthermore,
it is easy to verify that the decomposition of any xE1YE2 in terms of the union of two such restrictions is
unique for any fixed choice of E1 and E2. This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the set
AE1YE2 of all A-assignments on E1YE2 and the cartesian product AE1 AE2 . Extending this argument
by induction (on the number of disjoint sets), we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let E be a finite set and tE1, . . . , Epu be an arbitrary partition of E. Then for any finite alpha-
bet A and any A-assignment xE on E, there exists a unique sequence of restrictions xE:E1, xE:E2, . . . , xE:Ep
of xE to E1, E2, . . . Ep respectively such that xE 
p
i1 xE:Ei. Conversely, for any given A-assignments
xE1 , xE2, . . . xEp , the union
p
i1 xEi is an A-assignment on E. That is, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between AE and the p-fold cartesian product AE1 AE2  . . .AEp .
B. Space of functions
In this paper, we will often work with vector spaces in the form of CS , where CS is the set of all
functions from a finite set S to the field of complex numbers C. The following lemma, straight-forward
to prove, justifies that the set CS is a vector space.
4Lemma 2: For any finite set S, let the set CS of all functions mapping S into C be equipped with the
following two operations:
 Addition: f, f 1 P CS, pf   f 1qpsq : fpsq   f 1psq for every s P S.
 Scalar multiplication: f P CS and α P C, pαfqpsq : αpfpsqq for every s P S.
Then CS is a vector space isomorphic to C|S|.
Note that from this lemma it is immediate that CS  CS1 whenever |S|  |S 1|   8. In the lemma,
the fact that CS  C|S| can be established by advising an explicit vector space isomorphism. Such
isomorphism is clearly not unique. Let r be an arbitrary set bijection from S into the set t1, . . . , |S|u. It
is not hard to show that σ : CS Ñ C|S| such that
σpfq  pfpr1p1qq, fpr1p2qq, . . . , fpr1p|S|qqq
for all f P CS is a vector space isomorphism. We refer to such isomorphism as a natural one. At places
where confusion is unlikely, we may write fr1pq for the composition fpr1pqq to enhance readability.
Since CS is a vector space over C of dimension |S|, one can find a set of functions which form a basis
in CS . An obvious example of a basis is the “standard” one, namely, the set Bstd  tδs : s P Su where
for any s P S, δs : S Ñ C is such that δspxq  1 if x  s and otherwise δspxq  0 for all x P S. Note
that a natural vector space isomorphism mapping CS to C|S| simply accounts to taking coordinates with
respect to Bstd under the ordering induced by the bijection r associated with the natural isomorphism.
More explicitly, let σ : CS Ñ C|S| be a natural isomorphism and let r : S Ñ t1, . . . , |S|u be the bijection
associated with σ. Then for any f P CS , the ith component of σpfq is the coefficient of δr1piq when f
is expressed as a linear combination of elements from the basis Bstd. Another example of basis can be
constructed as follows. Let S  ts1, . . . , s
|S|u and let Si  ts1, . . . , siu for all 1 ¤ i ¤ |S|. Further let
B  tβ1, . . . , β
|S|u where βi : S Ñ C is such that βipxq  1 if x P Si and otherwise βipxq  0 for all
x P S. Then, one can easily verify that the set B is a basis of CS .
5Finally, for any vector space CS , as above, we define the map x, y : CS  CS Ñ C by
xf, f 1y :
¸
xPS
fpxqf 1pxq (1)
for all f, f 1 P CS . It is clear that the map x, y is bilinear.
As we will see momentarily, vector space CS considered in this paper mostly takes S as AE for some
choice of alphabet A and finite set E. In this case, we will write CEA in place of CpA
E
q to lighten the
notations.
C. c-Tensors
Let E1 and E2 be two disjoint sets. For any f1 P CE1A and f2 P CE2A , we define the c-tensor f1df2 of
f1 and f2 as the element in CE1YE2A (that is, the function mapping AE1YE2 into C) such that for every
xE1YE2 P A
E1YE2
,
pf1df2qpxE1YE2q : f1pxpE1YE2q:E1qf2pxpE1YE2q:E2q
Inductively, we can extend the notion of c-tensor to arbitrary number of functions f1 P CE1A , f2 P
C
E2
A
, . . . , fp P C
Ep
A
, where tE1, E2, . . . , Epu is an arbitrary collection of disjoint finite sets. The following
lemma is directly provable from the definition of c-tensor.
Lemma 3: c-tensor is commutative and associative.
Proof: Let f1 P CE1A , f2 P CE2A and f3 P CE3A where E1, E2 and E3 are finite disjoint sets. Then,
pf1df2qdf3pxE1YE2YE3q  f1df2pxE1YE2YE3:E1YE2qf3pxE1YE2YE3:E3q
 f1pxE1YE2YE3:E1qf2pxE1YE2YE3:E2qf3pxE1YE2YE3:E3q
 f1pxE1YE2YE3:E1qf2df3pxE1YE2YE3:E2YE3q
 f1dpf2df3qpxE1YE2YE3q
6Further,
f1df2pxE1YE2q  f1pxE1YE2:E1qf2pxE1YE2:E2q
 f2pxE1YE2:E2qf1pxE1YE2:E1q
 f2df1pxE1YE2q
As claimed.
As will be shown momentarily, c-tensor of two functions is in a sense equivalent to the standard notion
of tensor product of two vectors. The reason we refer to this operation “c-tensor” is to emphasize its
commutative nature, which in general does not hold for the standard tensor product. Since the c-tensor is
independent of bracketing and ordering (due to the previous lemma), the notation Äpi1 fi, denoting the
pfold c-tensor of functions f1, f2, . . . , fp, is well defined.
We now show the equivalence between c-tensor and tensor product, where standard tensor product of
two vectors u and v is denoted by ub v.
Lemma 4: Let E1 and E2 be disjoint and σ1 : CE1A Ñ C|AE1 | and σ2 : CE2A Ñ C|AE2 | be two natural
vector-space isomorphisms. Then there exists a natural vector-space isomorphism σ : CE1YE2
A
Ñ C|A
E1YE2
|
such that σpf1df2q  σ1pf1q b σ2pf2q for any f1 P CE1A and f2 P C
E2
A
.
Proof: Let r1 : AE1 Ñ t1, . . . , |AE1|u and r2 : AE2 Ñ t1, . . . , |AE2|u be the two bijections associated
with σ1 and σ2, respectively. Define the set map r : AE1YE2 Ñ t1, . . . , |AE1|u  t1, . . . , |AE2|u given by
rpxE1YE2q  pr1pxpE1YE2q:E1q, r2pxpE1YE2q:E2qq. Then r is a bijection since r1 and r2 are bijections. Now
define σ : CE1YE2
A
Ñ C
|AE1YE2 | as
σpfq  pfr1p1, 1q, fr1p1, 2q, . . . , fr1p|AE1|, |AE2|qq
for all f P CE1YE2
A
. Then σ is a natural isomorphism and
σpf1df2q 
 
pf1df2qpr
1
p1, 1qq, pf1df2qpr
1
p1, 2qq, . . . , pf1df2qpr
1
p|A
E1
|, |AE2|qq

7
 
f1r
1
1
p1qf2r
1
2
p1q, f1r
1
1
p1qf2r
1
2
p2q, . . . , f1r
1
1
p1qf2r
1
2
p|A
E2
|q,
f1r
1
1
p2qf2r
1
2
p1q, f1r
1
1
p2qf2r
1
2
p2q, . . . , f1r
1
1
p2qf2r
1
2
p|A
E2
|q,
. . .
f1r
1
1
p|A
E1
|qf2r
1
2
p1q, f1r
1
1
p|A
E1
|qf2r
1
2
p2q, . . . , f1r
1
1
p|A
E1
|qf2r
1
2
p|A
E2
|q

 pf1r
1
1
p1qσ2pf2q, . . . , f1r
1
1
p|A
E1
|qσ2pf2qq
 σ1pf1q b σ2pf2q
as desired.
Extending this lemma by induction to multi-fold c-tensor gives the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Let E1, E2, . . . , Ep be pairwise disjoint and σ1 : CE1A Ñ C|AE1 |, σ2 : CE2A Ñ C|AE2 |, . . . , σp :
C
Ep
A
Ñ C|A
Ep
| be natural vector-space isomorphisms. Then there exists a natural vector-space isomorphism
σ : C
p
i
Ei
A
Ñ C|A
p
i
Ei
| such that
σp
p
ä
i
fiq  σ1pf1q b σ2pf2q b . . .b σppfpq
for any f1 P CE1A , f2 P C
E2
A
, . . . , fp P C
Ep
A
.
This establishes a sense of equivalence between c-tensor and the standard tensor product.
D. Basis
Let A be a finite alphabet and E be a finite set. For each e P E, define map τe : CA Ñ CteuA such that
for all f P CA
τepfqpxteuq  fpxteupeqq
for all x
teu P A
teu
.
The following lemma shows that τe is an isomorphism.
Lemma 5: Let E be a finite set and for each e P E, define τe : CA Ñ CteuA as above. Then each τe is
a vector space isomorphism.
8Proof: Let f and f 1 be arbitrary functions from CA and α and α1 be arbitrary scalars from C. Then
for all x
teu P A
teu we have
τepαf   α
1f 1qpx
teuq  pαf   α
1f 1qpx
teupeqq
 pαfqpx
teupeqq   pα
1f 1qpx
teupeqq
 αfpx
teupeqq   α
1f 1px
teupeqq
 ατepfqpx
teuq   α
1τepfqpx
teuq
Hence, τepαf   α1f 1q  ατepfq   α1τepf 1q and therefore τe preserves addition and scalar multiplication.
Assume f, f 1 P CA are such that τepfq  τepf 1q then τepfqpx
teuq  τepf
1
qpx
teuq for all xteu P Ateu.
Hence, fpx
teupeqq  f
1
px
teupeqq for all xteu. This is equivalent to fpaq  f 1paq for all a P A and hence
f  f 1, which implies τe is injective. Surjectivity of τe is automatic since CA and CteuA both have the
same finite dimension.
By lemma 2 we know that CA is a vector space of dimension |A|. Let B be a basis2 of CA and for
each e P E denote by τepBq the image of B under τe, that is, τepBq  tτepβq|β P Bu. Then τepBq forms a
basis in Cteu
A
for all e P E because an isomorphism maps basis into basis. Since each element in the basis
τepBq is a map from Ateu into C, then for any B-assignment on E, say bE , the c-tensor
Ä
ePE τepbEpeqq
is a map from AE into C. This motivates the following definition. For any E, A and B as above, we
define the map E : AE  BE Ñ C such that
EpaE , bEq  p
ä
ePE
τepbEpeqqqpaEq
for all paE , bEq P AE  BE . Note that the name of the map was chosen to emphasize that its arguments
are assignments on E. Hence in subsequent discussions- if we write for instance Ei, then we mean the
map from AEi  BEi to C defined as above.
2Our definition for a basis coincide with the one from linear algebra, i.e, a basis is a linearly independent spanning set. In contrast, the
definition of a basis in Valiant’s work was that of a spanning set. This work still holds if the definition of a basis was chosen to confine
with Valiant’s definition.
9Now if bE is a fixed B-assignment on E, then map E induces, via bE , a function E rbEs mapping AE to
C: Formally, for any bE P BE we define E rbE s : AE Ñ C by E rbE spaEq  EpaE, bEq for all aE P AE.
Conversely, if aE is a fixed A-assignment on E, then map E induces, via aE, a function EraE s mapping
BE to C: Formally, for any aE P AE we define EraE s : BE Ñ C by EraE spbEq  EpaE , bEq for all bE P BE .
Before we proceed, we need the following result from algebra
Theorem 1: If B  tβ1, . . . , βku is a basis of Ck, then tβi1b. . .bβim |βi1, . . . , βim P B, 1 ¤ ij ¤ k ju
is a basis of the vector space Ckm .
The following theorem is a recast of the previous one in the costumes of c-tensors and our frame of
work.
Theorem 2: If B  tβ1, . . . , β|A|u is a basis of CA, then tE rbE s|bE P BEu is a basis of CEA.
Proof: First note that tte1u, . . . , te|E|uu forms a partition of E of size |E|. For each e P E, let
τe : C
A
Ñ C
teu
A
be an isomorphism as in lemma 5. Further, let σ : CA Ñ C|A| be a natural vector space
isomorphism and define σe : CteuA Ñ C|A| as the composition σe  σ  τ1e for all e P E. Then, σe is a
natural vector space isomorphism for all e P E. Hence, by corollary 1, there exists a (natural) isomorphism
σE : C
E
A Ñ C
|AE | such that for all f1 P Cte1uA , . . . , f|E| P C
te
|E|u
A
,
σEp
|E|
ä
i1
fiq  σe1pf1q b . . .b σe
|E|
pf
|E|q
Let σpBq  trβ1, . . . , rβ|A|u be the image of B under σ, then σpBq is a basis of C|A|. Let X  tE rbE s|bE P
BEu and Y  trβi1b. . .b rβi
|E|
|
rβi1, . . . ,
rβi
|E|
P σpBq, 1 ¤ ij ¤ |A| ju. Then theorem 1 asserts that Y is
a basis of C|AE |. Hence we are done if we can show that σEpXq  Y , since this will imply that X is a
basis (due to the fact that an isomorphism maps basis to basis). To this end, note that
x P X ñ x 
ä
ePE
τepbEpeqq, some bE P B
E
ñ x  τe1pβi1qd. . .dτe
|E|
pβi
|E|
q, some βi1 , . . . , βi
|E|
P B
ñ σEpxq  σe1pτe1pβi1qq b . . .b σe
|E|
pτe
|E|
pβi
|E|
qq, some βi1 , . . . , βi
|E|
P B
10
ñ σEpxq  σpβi1q b . . .b σpβi
|E|
q, some βi1 , . . . , βi
|E|
P B
ñ σEpxq  rβj1 b . . .b
rβj
|E|
, some rβj1, . . . ,
rβj
|E|
P σpBq
ñ σEpxq P Y
Thus, σEpXq  Y . Since both σE and σ are bijective, it follows that |σEpXq|  |X|  |B||E|  |σpBq||E| 
|Y |. Therefore, σEpXq  Y .
The following definition is fundamental
Definition 1: Let B be a basis for CA and for any f P CE
A
define

pf as the unique3 map from BE into C satisfying for all a P AE
fpaq  x pf, E
rasy

qf as the map from BE into C such that for all b P BE ,
qfpbq  xf, E rbsy
The following proposition shows that the definition of pf makes sense.
Proposition 1: For any f P CEA and any basis B of CA, pf exists and is unique.
Proof: Theorem 2 asserts that tE rbs|b P BEu is a basis of CEA. Hence, f can be uniquely written as
f 
°
bPBE cbE
rbs where cb P C for all b P BE . Let pfpbq  cb then pf is a map from BE into C and it is
unique. Therefore, we are done if we show this pf is consistent with the definition. But f 
°
bPBE
pfpbqE rbs
implies
fpaq 
¸
bPBE
pfpbqE rbspaq 
¸
bPBE
pfpbqEpa, bq 
¸
bPBE
pfpbqE
raspbq  x pf, Erasy
as desired.
Let E1 and E2 be two disjoint finite sets and assume f1 P CE1A and f2 P CE2A . Let E  E1 Y E2, then
3If B was a spanning set, then pf is defined as any function in CEA satisfying fpaq  x pf, Erasy for all a P AE .
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for any bE P BE , we have
xf1df2, E
rbEs
y 
¸
aEPAE
pf1df2qpaEqEpaE , bEq

¸
aEPAE
pf1df2qpaEqp
ä
ePE
τepbEpeqqqpaEq

¸
aEPAE
f1paE:E1qf2paE:E2qp
ä
ePE1
τepbEpeqqd
ä
ePE2
τepbEpeqqqpaEq

¸
aEPAE
f1paE:E1qf2paE:E2qp
ä
ePE1
τepbEpeqqqpaE:E1q  p
ä
ePE2
τepbEpeqqqpaE:E2q
paq

¸
aE:E1PA
E1
f1paE:E1qp
ä
ePE1
τepbEpeqqqpaE:E1q
¸
aE:E2PA
E2
f2paE:E2qp
ä
ePE2
τepbEpeqqqpaE:E2q
pbq

¸
aE:E1PA
E1
f1paE:E1qp
ä
ePE1
τepbE:E1peqqqpaE:E1q
¸
aE:E2PA
E2
f2paE:E2qp
ä
ePE2
τepbE:E2peqqqpaE:E2q
 xf1, E
rbE:E1s
1
y  xf2, E
rbE:E2 s
2
y
where (a) is due to lemma 1 and (b) follows from the fact that bEpeq  bE:Eipeq for all e P Ei, i  1, 2.
Now induction can be used to show that this holds for any disjoint sets E1, . . . , Ep. Hence, we have the
following proposition (the second part of the proposition can be shown using a similar argument).
Proposition 2: Let tE1, . . . , Epu be an arbitrary partition of a finite set E and B be an arbitrary basis
of CA. Further, let fi P CEiA for all i. Then for any bE P BE
x
ä
1¤i¤p
fi, E
rbEs
y 
¹
1¤i¤p
xfi, E
rbE:Eis
i y
and for any aE P AE
x
ä
1¤i¤p
pfi, E
raEsy 
¹
1¤i¤p
x
pfi, EiraE:Eisy
III. HOLANT THEOREM
Let E1, . . . , Ep and E 11, . . . , E 1r be two arbitrary partitions of a finite set E. Further let gi P CEiA for
all 1 ¤ i ¤ p and let hi P C
E1
i
A
for all 1 ¤ i ¤ r. The following lemma will give a proof of the Holant
12
theorem.
Lemma 6: Let g1, . . . , gp and h1, . . . , hr be as above. Then under any basis B of CA, the following
holds
x
ä
1¤i¤p
gi,
ä
1¤i¤r
hiy  x
ä
1¤i¤p
pgi,
ä
1¤i¤r
qhiy
(note that the bilinear map on the left of the equality is over the domain CEA  CEA and the one on the
right is over CEB  CEB ).
Proof: The lemma follows via the following series of equalities:
x
ä
1¤i¤p
gi,
ä
1¤i¤r
hiy
p1q

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEqp
ä
1¤i¤p
giqpxEq
paq

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq
¹
1¤i¤p
gipxE:Eiq
pbq

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq
¹
1¤i¤p
xpgi, EirxE:Eisy
pcq

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq x
ä
1¤i¤p
pgi, E
rxEsy
p1q

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq
¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEqE
rxE spyEq
pdq

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq
¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEqEpxE, yEq
pdq

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEq
¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEqE
ryEs
pxEq
p1q

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEqx
ä
1¤i¤r
hi, E
ryEs
y
pcq

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEq
¹
1¤i¤r
xhi, E
ryE:Eis
i y
pbq

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEq
¹
1¤i¤r
qhipyE:Eiq
paq

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEqp
ä
1¤i¤r
qhiqpyEq
p1q
 x
ä
1¤i¤p
pgi,
ä
1¤i¤r
qhiy
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where (a), (b) and (c) are due to definition of c-tensor, definition 1 and proposition 2, respectively.
Definitions of E , E
rxEs and E ryEs give equalities labeled by (d).
Now we state and prove Holant theorem
Theorem 3: Let g1, . . . , gp and h1, . . . , hr be as defined earlier. Then for any basis B of CA, the following
holds
¸
xEPAE
p
¹
i1
gipxE:Eiq
r
¹
i1
hipxE:E1
i
q 
¸
yEPBE
p
¹
i1
pgipyE:Eiq
r
¹
i1
qhipyE:E1
i
q
Proof:
¸
xEPAE
p
¹
i1
gipxE:Eiq
r
¹
i1
hipxE:E1
i
q
paq

¸
xEPAE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
giqpxEqp
ä
1¤i¤r
hiqpxEq
p1q
 x
ä
1¤i¤p
gi,
ä
1¤i¤r
hiy
pbq
 x
ä
1¤i¤p
pgi,
ä
1¤i¤r
qhiy
p1q

¸
yEPBE
p
ä
1¤i¤p
pgiqpyEqp
ä
1¤i¤r
qhiqpyEq
paq

¸
yEPBE
p
¹
i1
pgipyE:Eiq
r
¹
i1
qhipyE:E1
i
q
where (a) is due to definition of c-tensor and (b) is due to Lemma 6.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an alternative proof of Holant theorem using a commutative notion of tensor
product. The proof appears to be simpler and more transparent. As holographic algorithms are expected to
demonstrate their power in many problems of information theory, we hope that this work makes this new
family of algorithms and the notion of holographic reduction more accessible to audience in information
theory community.
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